Measurements of the critical current density (J c ) by magnetization and the upper critical field (H c2 ) by magnetoresistance have been performed for hafnium-doped PACS No. 61.66Fn, 
Introduction:
Disorder in type II superconductors plays important roles like pinning the magnetic flux lines in the mixed phase. Pinning of these flux lines increases the critical current density (J c ) and irreversibility field [H irr (T) ]. With the introduction of disorder, there are changes in both microscopic and macroscopic properties. Disorder and defects in the superconducting materials alter the thermodynamic properties like the upper critical field (H c2 ) and the coherence length (). Different methods are used to enhance J c and thermodynamic properties like defect creation by ion irradiation, grain refinement, element doping etc. We had earlier studied J c and H c2 of bulk polycrystalline MgB 2 irradiated with Ne ions. There was an enhancement of H c2 , but the change in J c was marginal [1] . An alternate way to introduce defects is by introducing impurity atoms of different valence states than the host ions. There are reports of Ti and Zr doping in MgB 2 [2] . These group IV elements on Mg +2 substitutional site for example introduce additional charge (+2) in the cation site. It is highly probable that dopants go either to
Mg site or to B site and cause an enhancement of H c2 . However, it is not clearly known whether the dopants are substituted at Mg or B positions. Hence it would be very important to have an idea of the site occupancies of the dopant to specify the roles of different species in the enhancement of J c , H irr and H c2 . Hyperfine interaction techniques like time differential perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC) offer a great potential to understand the nature of sites occupied by the dopant which should be a nuclear probe for this technique. This technique has atomic scale resolution and is extremely sensitive to trace quantities of probe atoms. TDPAC essentially measures the hyperfine parameters,
i.e. the electric field gradient (EFG) and asymmetry parameter . Both these parameters 3 are sensitive to the electron distribution around the probe nucleus. 
Experimental:
Hf-doped MgB 2 and HfB x bulk samples were prepared using solid-state reaction.
Mg and B powders were taken stoichiometrically with 1 atomic percent of Hf powder.
They were mixed thoroughly and pelletized. The pellets were wrapped in a Ta foil and put in a quartz tube which was then evacuated and sealed in He atmosphere and put in a furnace preheated at 1073K and heated for two hours and then at 1173K for another two hours [4] . The tube was then furnace cooled. The samples were characterized by XRD taken on a Philips PW 1710 diffractometer with Cu K  of wavelength 1.54Å. The resistivity and T c of the samples were measured using the four-probe technique [4] . 
Results and Discussions:
Figs. 1(a, b) show the XRD patterns of Hf doped MgB 2 annealed at 1173K and HfB x annealed at 1173K. The XRD pattern in Fig. 1a clearly reveals the similarity to pure 
This gives H c2 (0) as 18.7 T and 24.2 T for undoped and Hf doped MgB 2 respectively. The enhancement is quite large as compared to that by Neon irradiation [1] . The increase in H c2 in the doped sample is due to Hf doping. Enhancement of H c2 was observed by
Braccini et al. [12] by carbon doping and He ion irradiation on MgB 2 and they explained 6 the enhancement by disorder introduced through doping. In multiband MgB 2 , there is no correlation between the enhancement of H c2 and the resistivity change due to doping or ion irradiation [13] . Superconducting parameters like H c2 and T c are governed by coupling of carriers in the 2D -band [14] , whereas conductivity is primarily controlled by the scattering in the 3D π-band [13] . The appreciable increase in H c2 is indicative of some substitution of Hf in Mg or B sites. But, substitution in B site is likely to cause a damage to the coupling of carriers in the 2D -band and hence a drastic decrease in T c (onset) which is absent here. Hf, if at all, is likely to be substituted dominantly in Mg site which affects the scattering in the 3D π-band and, hence the conductivity. The increase in resistivity of the doped sample is an indication of Hf substitution in Mg site as well as a decrease in grain connectivity [15] . The temperature dependence of H c2 (T) is described well by a theory of dirty two-gap superconductivity.
The critical current density J c was obtained using Bean's critical state model: SiC nanoparticle doping into MgB 2 , it is explained that C-substitution in B sites deteriorates the crystallinity of MgB 2 grains resulting in an enhancement of grain boundary pinning [17, 18] . Analyses based on the grain boundary pinning theory revealed that the origin of J c enhancement comes from the increase of grain boundary density due 8 to the suppression of grain growth and as well as an enhancement of f gB (grain boundary pinning force) due to the existence of non-superconducting phases [19] like HfB and HfB 2 in this case. The idea or estimate of these phases as well as the occupancy of Hf at various sites were obtained from TDPAC analysis as is described below.
TDPAC Analysis:
The nuclear interaction of the I=5/2 intermediate state in 181 Ta leads to a splitting with three eigenvalues, E 1 , E 2 and E 3 : [20] rcos( ) - The experimental data were fitted with this function modified using finite distributions of ω Q . In the present case we have used Lorentzian distributions. Fig. 7 shows the TDPAC spectra for HfB x annealed at 1173K and 1373K. The results obtained from these spectra are presented in Table-2 . At both temperatures, the spectrum for HfB x could be fitted with two frequencies, which indicates that Hf exists in two inequivalent sites in HfB x . A closer look at Table-2 indicates that site-II can be assigned to HfB 2 for which our experimental quadrupole frequency agrees with the literature value [21] . From the symmetry of HfB 2 (P/6mmm) the asymmetry parameter  is expected to be zero. The apparent nonzero  is most likely related to the finite linewidth (or finite ) . Referring back to Table-1, we find that the same HfB species is present and this is a major component among the Hf species in the Hf-doped MgB 2 sample annealed at 1173K. On the other hand, HfB 2 is a minority phase at this temperature. There are two more sites where Hf resides which correspond to the remaining two frequencies ( Q =59.5
Mrad/s and 248.9 Mrad/s). It is highly probable that Hf can go to both Mg and B sites, which gives rise to these two frequencies. The justification for this assumption stems from V zz of these two lattice sites. Literature data on the EFG [22, 23] from an NMR study at these two sites using 25 Mg and 12 B, respectively, showed that the EFG at the B site is nearly five times larger than that at the Mg site. Our results presented in Table-2 also have a similar ratio (>4.0). However, the absolute values of the EFG for 181 Ta probes compared to other probes [24] are high and hence the same trend is expected for Mg or ) it is obvious that Hf occupies B site to a less extent than Mg site. Thus the TDPAC results mentioned in Table- 
Conclusion:
We have observed a considerable enhancement of J c , H irr and also H c2 in 1% Hf- 
